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Encountering Angels
Real-Life Experiences of Heavenly Intervention

Jerame Nelson
Angels are for Real!
The Bible is full of stories of angels interacting with humankind, but what about today?
In this breakthrough book by prophet Jerame Nelson, you will understand that angels do
indeed dwell among us, and play an important role in God’s plan of evangelism. More
than just an interesting collection of angel encounters, Nelson goes beyond just describing
angels (amazing encounters, their biblical significance, etc.) to revealing:
•

The purpose of angels in human form;

•

Varieties and types of angels;

•

How angels can help transform your life;

•

How to position yourself for angelic encounters;

•

Their role in God’s destiny and plan.

The history of the entire Gospel was shaped through angelic activity. Today it may not
be as common to hear about angelic visitations and encounters, but they exist and are
happening right in our midst!

FOREWORD — By Che Ahn, Senior Pastor, HRock Church, Pasadena, CA
END ORSEMENTS — James W Goll, Encounters Network; Patricia King,

XPmedia.com; Professor Jonathan Welton Th.D., Author and Founder of The Welton
Academy; Julia Loren, Author and Speaker.
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•
•
•

Personal stories and testimonies of real-life encounters with angels.
Clear teaching about angels.
Encourages anticipation for the supernatural.

MARKETING
•
•
•

Those interested in the role between angels and evangelism.
Major social media campaign including launch team.
Targeted publicity for major Radio and TV outlets.

TARGET AUDIENCE
•

Encountering Angels is written for anyone wanting to understand the biblical
significance of angels, and to learn how God is using angels today to help fulfill the
Great Commission.

Jerame Nelson is the founder of Living at His Feet Ministries. He is an author,

as well as a well-known international conference speaker and a crusade revivalist to the
nations. It’s Jerame’s passion to equip the body of Christ in the areas of hearing God’s
voice, as well as walking in the supernatural power of God in everyday life. Jerame and his
wife, Miranda, live in Pasadena, California, and work together in the ministry to change the
lives of thousands through the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
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